Technical Notice | F3 Aerobatics

F3A Judging Notes Information

As an aid to Judges, the following additional judging notes, omitted from the proposals originally approved by Plenary have been issued by the F3 Aerobatics Subcommittee Chairman who recommends that they be used in conjunction with the F3 Aerobatics volume of the FAI Sporting Code for 2010. They will be submitted as proposals for the 2011 edition of the Sporting Code.

F3A Preliminary Schedule P-11 (from January 2010)

P-11.01 Figure M, ¾-pt. roll up, ¼ roll down, ½ outside loop with integrated ½ roll, ¼ roll up, ¾ roll down
   Judging Notes:
   • Rolls and Stall Turns can be made in either direction.

P-11.10 Half loop with ½ roll, inverted exit:
   Judging Notes:
   • The half roll must follow immediately after the half inside loop.

F3A Semi-finals and Finals Schedule F-11 (from January 2010)

F-11.07 Snap roll, with 4/8-pt. roll opposite, inverted exit:
   Judging Notes:
   • (The pause between the snap roll and the opposite part-roll must be very brief.)
   • The reversal of roll direction is not necessarily in the centre of the manoeuvre.

F-11.13 Snap roll, with 4-pt. roll opposite, inverted exit:
   Judging notes:
   • (The pause between the snap roll and the opposite point-roll must be very brief.)
   • The reversal of roll direction is not necessarily in the centre of the manoeuvre.

F-11.17 Triangle loop, 2/4-pt. rolls in 45 degree down and uplines, snap roll on bottom, ½ roll exit:
   Judging Notes:
   • The two upper part-loops join in the centre of the manoeuvre.
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